
 
 

Cris Cuddy “Keep The Change” / “Nowhere Town” Vanishing Castle 
 
This double CD release by Canadian Cris Cuddy is something of a curiosity since each disc bears a title, 
and although the liner booklet is light on recording dates, his web site kind of confirms that the sessions 
for “Nowhere Town” possibly took place during 1999. I use the words kind of advisedly, since Cris’ web 
site details of the session musicians who played on particular “Keep The Change” cuts do not match 
those contained in the liner booklet. So, devil take the hindmost, publish and be damned…………..I’m 
sticking with the liner booklet details.        
 
I suspect the recordings on “Keep The Change” to be of a more recent vintage than “Nowhere Town,” 
and over half of the sixteen tracks on “Keep The Change” were produced by Andrew Hardin. Guitarist 
Hardin has toured/recorded with Tom Russell for almost twenty years, and the support players on the 
tracks Andy produced amount to a reformation of the final line-up of the Tom Russell Band – Hardin 
[guitar, vocals], Fats Kaplin [pedal, accordion, fiddle], Billy Troiani [bass] and Mike Warner [drums], while 
the guest players include Albert Lee [Emmylou Harris, Everly Brothers], Joan Besen [Prairie Oyster] and 
Gene Taylor [The Blasters]. The tracks on “Keep The Change” involving other sessions players, 
include one cut by Canadian country band, Prairie Oyster, while the remainder which feature Toronto 
area musicians were produced, separately, by Bruce Moffet [drummer for Prairie Oyster during the 
opening half of the nineties] and Cuddy. 
 
Considering the aforementioned line-up of pickers and strummers etc., it’s hardly surprising that Cuddy’s 
self-penned material is country flavoured, albeit with, on occasions, a raw edged, roots-rock feel. “Tell 
Me,” penned by The Glimmer Twins – Mick Jagger/Keith Richards – and featured on The Rolling Stones 
1964 debut album is the only cover tune on the two discs. Cuddy’s reading retains the sixties feel of the 
latter song, while on “Why Goodbye ?” he sounds like the late Roy Orbison. As for the “No Love No 
Nothin’” chorus, that amounts to a hook-laden delight. There’s a Tex-Mex feel to “Bandelero” [hardly 
surprising, considering the title] and the cut features, on accordion, the nimble fingers of Fats Kaplin. 
Cuddy’s “Tom Cat” was cut by Prairie Oyster for their debut album “Oyster Tracks” [1986], and he 
revisits the title on “Keep The Change.” There are two versions of the bluesy “Friday Night,” one being 
just short of five minutes, while the much greasier, almost eight-minute long version closes the album.   
 
According to Cuddy’s web site “Nowhere Town” was at one stage titled “The East Nashville 
Sessions.” The common factor between the two discs is the presence of Fats Kaplin, who contributes 
steel guitar, fiddle and violin to “Nowhere Town.” Apart from Cuddy, the only other contributing 
musicians are guitarist/album producer George Bradfute and drummer Steve Ebe. There’s twelve Cuddy 
composed cuts on “Nowhere Town,” including a pair of co-writes. Cut # 6, “Take It Off” is a piece of 
utter nonsense. The best advice I can offer you, dear listener, is to skip this track, apart from which, the 
end of the cut isn’t even properly edited. The closing, ballad paced track, “Lonely Ain’t What It Used To 
Be,” is dedicated to the memory of the late Mickey Newbury.     
 
Folkwax Rating 6 out of 10 
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